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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
The Lexical Systems Group is a part of the Natural Language Systems (NLS) program at
the Lister Hill Center of the National Library of Medicine (NLM), involved with the
creation and maintenance of the SPECIALIST lexicon and tools that support and exploit it.
The lexicon and its attendant lexical tools are one of the knowledge sources of the
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) and are distributed with the UMLS [1]. The
lexical tools are used in the creation and maintenance of the UMLS Metathesaurus and
are needed to access the Metathesaurus through its indexes. The lexicon, lexical tools,
and other natural language tools developed by the Lexical Systems Group are at the
center of NLM’s natural language research, providing a foundation for all our natural
language processing efforts.

PROJECT SIGNIFICANCE
The complexity of natural language poses a significant barrier to access to biomedical
text. Words are the fundamental units of natural language, lying at the intersection of
form and meaning. While there are significant generalizations within the lexicons of
natural languages, such as the regular inflection rules of English, much lexical knowledge
is idiosyncratically related to individual word forms [2, 3]. Any computational system
designed to deal with natural language will need a record of this idiosyncratic lexical
information. Machine-readable dictionaries (MRD’s) have provided computational
linguistics with tools to capture some of this information [3], but the usefulness of
MRD’s for computation is limited by the fact that dictionaries are primarily constructed
for the use of humans who are already competent users of natural language. Much of the
useful lexical information is implicit. Learner’s dictionaries like LDOCE [4] are more
likely to make this sort of information explicit but their coverage is necessarily limited to
general English. Specialized medical dictionaries, such as Dorland’s Dictionary [5], have
less explicit syntactic and morphological information than standard English dictionaries,
relying even more on the linguistic competence of the user. Extracting information from
MRD’s is itself a challenging task [6]. The SPECIALIST approach has been to record this
information by human input with the assistance of computational tools. This method
results in high quality information on which subsequent automatic methods can be based.
The SPECIALIST lexicon has been developed to meet the need for lexical information in
the biomedical domain. Its wide coverage provides an important base on which other
natural language processing tools are built. The lexicon has provided this essential
underpinning to natural language projects at NLM and elsewhere through its wide
dissemination within the medical informatics community.
The UMLS lexical tools developed by the Lexical Systems Group exploit the lexicon to
provide methods for dealing with lexical variation. The SPECIALIST NLP tools in turn
exploit the lexical tools and provide a basis for information retrieval and other NLP tasks
inside and outside the NLM [7, 8, 9, 10].

STATUS REPORT
The SPECIALIST lexicon is a large syntactic lexicon that records orthographic,
morphological, and syntactic information about biomedical and general English words
and terms. The lexicon emphasizes medical technical vocabulary, drawn especially from
the UMLS Metathesaurus and Medline abstracts. It also includes the general English
vocabulary that constitutes a significant part of biomedical text. General English
frequency lists [11, 12] were consulted in the early design of the lexicon and ongoing
efforts attempt to morphologically identify verbs, adjectives, and adverbs that might
appear in biomedical text.
Since 1990, the lexicon has been built with the help of a team of linguistically trained
lexicon consultants using LexBuild, a lexicon-building tool designed to guide users
through the process of building lexical entries. The information recorded for each entry is
based on linguistically informed human judgment. Lexicon builders consult a variety of
tools including general English dictionaries, English learners’ dictionaries and medical
dictionaries, both online and in paper form [4, 5, 13, 14, 15]. They have online access to
both Medline, through PubMed, and the Metathesaurus through the Knowledge Source
Server. Lexical judgments are made on the basis of dictionary information when
available, on linguistically informed native speaker intuitions and on actual observation
of usage. LexBuild assures that lexical entries are consistent and well formed. The
lexicon has grown steadily since its inception in 1986. It has been released as a UMLS
knowledge source since 1994. Fig. 1 shows the growth of the lexicon since that time.
The lexicon contained just over 66,000 entries in its first release. Those entries accounted
for almost 112,000 forms (inflectional and spelling variants). The 2004 release will have
over 220,000 entries accounting for over 343,000 forms.

Figure 1 Lexicon Growth Since 1994

The distribution of lexical categories (parts of speech) in the lexicon is shown in Fig. 2.
The lexical categories represented in the SPECIALIST lexicon are the standard parts of
speech encountered in most grammars of English [16, 17].

Figure 2 Lexical Category Distribution in the 2004 Release

Many lexical items have more than one part of speech. The majority of lexical entries in
the SPECIALIST lexicon are nouns. While nouns predominate in English generally, their
number is inflated in our lexicon by a large number of technical terms.
The lexical tools are a suite of programs, built on top of the SPECIALIST lexicon and
designed to help users deal with lexical variation and other natural language processing
tasks. The lexical tools include Wordind, Norm, and LVG. Wordind is a tokenization tool
embodying the UMLS definition of “word”. It breaks text or terms into continuous
stretches of alphanumeric characters. Wordind is used to create the UMLS word indexes.
LVG (Lexical Variant Generation) contains a wide variety of text manipulation facilities
aimed at the creation of indexes. Norm is a particular configuration of LVG used to
create the UMLS normalized indexes. Both Norm and Wordind are necessary to access
the indexes supplied with the UMLS.
The lexical systems group has also developed a set of tools designed to facilitate text
processing. These text analysis tools exploit the lexicon and lexical tools. They include a
tokenizer, text chunker, lexical lookup and shape recognition tool and a Java
implementation of the MetaMap program.

Methods and Procedures
The SPECIALIST Lexicon
The lexicon is built and maintained manually with the help of LexBuild, a web based
lexicon building tool that guides lexicon builders through the structure of lexicon records
and assures that records are complete and well formed. Each bit of lexical information
has been entered by a human lexicon builder. All members of the lexicon building team

have graduate degrees in linguistics and have been trained at NLM for the task of lexicon
building. The current implementation of LexBuild uses the Gspell spelling suggestion
system to identify possible spelling variants as they are entered. Lexbuild verifies the
wellformedness of each entry using the lexical grammar, a BNF representation of the
lexical record. Lexicon consultants work off-site and upload records to NLM bi-weekly
where they are reviewed and entered into the SPECIALIST lexicon. A new version of
LexBuild is being developed which will enter records directly into the lexicon database.
A flag will be set when the entry has been reviewed. This will relieve a bottleneck in the
system and prevent occasional double entry of lexical items.
SPECIALIST lexical entries are frame structures of slots and fillers. Each record has a base
form indicated by a ‘base=’ slot, a category indicated by a ‘cat=’ slot and an entry unique
identification number (EUI) indicated by an ‘entry=’ slot. Other slots appear in the
records for specific categories. Lexical entries include information on orthography,
morphology, and syntax. The lexicon has records for single and multiword lexical items,
since English lexical items often contain more than one orthographic word. Natural
language is fundamentally oral and many languages lack a writing system (orthography).
Orthography is secondary to this natural system and imposes distinctions not found in the
language itself. “Ice cream” for example is certainly a word of English although it is
spelled with two orthographic words [2, 20]. To avoid confusion between the several
senses of “word” we use the term “lexical item” to cover both single and multi-word
lexical units. The SPECIALIST lexicon records multi-word items when the meaning is not a
function of the meanings of the constituent orthographic words. “Heart attack”, for
example, has a specific meaning not covered by the construction of “heart” and “attack”.
Occurrence in dictionaries and synonymous acronyms are indicators that a phrase may be
a lexical item.

Orthography deals with the spelling of words. In the lexicon the possible spellings of a
word are indicated in the ‘base=’ and ‘spelling_variant=’ slots. When an item has only
one spelling, its citation form is indicated in the ‘base=’ slot. If there are alternate
spellings they will appear in the ‘spelling_variant=’ slot. The ‘base=’ slot is just one of
the variants which serves as preferred name for the record. The form in the ‘base=’ slot
need not be the most common or correct spelling. Only legitimate spelling variants are
recorded. Spelling and typographic errors are not. These variants are handled by the
Gspell spelling suggestion system. The spelling conventions of contemporary English
are less settled than is generally believed. Studies of spelling variation in standard
dictionaries show that many words have more than one spelling in a single dictionary and
that the standard dictionaries often list different spellings for the same word [18, 19].
Major variables affecting spelling of English lexical items include hyphenation and
spacing in compounds, as well as capitalization. Spelling variation due to national and
regional standards of English is also common. For example, the spelling “oedema” is
more likely to be seen in British English than American English. The records below for
“edema” and “referable” illustrate SPECIALIST lexical records and show how spelling
variants are recorded.

{base=edema
spelling_variant=oedema
entry=E0024504
cat=noun
variants=uncount
variants=reg
variants=glreg
}
{base=referable
spelling_variant=referrible
spelling_variant=referrable
entry=E0052409
cat=adj
variants=inv
position=attrib(3)
position=pred
compl=pphr(to,np)
stative
nominalization=referability|noun|E0219410
}
The form in the ‘base=’ slot is the form used to name the record; it need not be preferred
over the other spelling variants. The lexicon makes no judgment as to which, if any,
spelling variant is most correct. The inflection codes are applied to all of the spelling
variants.
Inflectional morphology deals with the forms taken by words in different syntactic
contexts. For example “nucleus” and “nuclei” are inflectional forms (singular and plural)
of the same word. Derivational morphology deals with the formation of words from other
words by processes such as suffixation and prefixation [20, 21].
Inflectional morphology is indicated in the lexical entry with the ‘variants=’ slot. The
fillers of the ‘variants=’ slot indicate the inflectional pattern of the lexical item. Nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs are inflected in English. Although there are regular
patterns of inflection, English displays great variety and idiosyncrasy in its inflectional
system. Nouns, for example, are broadly divided into count and uncount nouns. Uncount
nouns are nouns that do not have plurals and can appear without an article e.g. ‘mud’,
‘smallpox’ or ‘potassium’. The lexicon marks these nouns ‘variant=uncount’. Count
nouns generally have both a singular and plural form and must appear with an article.
Nouns that inflect according to the regular English pattern of inflection are marked
‘variants=reg’. The “variants=reg” slot in the record for ‘edema’ above indicates that it
can occur with the regular “-s” suffix, that is as ‘edemas’. The rule applies to both
spellings, so ‘oedemas’ is also the plural of this lexical item. Those items that inflect
according to a selected set of Greco-Latin patterns are marked ‘variants=glreg’ for GrecoLatin regular. The plurals ‘oedemata’ and ‘edemata’ are produced by the Greco-Latin
regular rules. In addition to the regular and Greco-Latin regular patterns there are fixed
plural nouns that have no singular form e.g. ‘police’. These nouns are marked
‘variants=plur’. In some nouns like ‘committee’ the singular form can agree with

singular or plural verbs. These collective nouns are recorded as group nouns in the
lexicon. Many nouns are simply irregular. Irregular plurals are represented by
‘variants=irreg||’ as shown in the record for ‘larynx’ below.
{base=larynx
entry=E0036919
cat=noun
variants=irreg|larynges|
variants=reg
}
Inflectional rules in English are basically phonological in nature. Even the spelling rules
make use of phonological information [22]. These rules are reflected in the SPECIALIST
lexicon as purely orthographic rules; for example the rule for adding “s” to form the third
person singular of verbs or the plural of nouns requires “es” following a sibilant. The
regular inflection rule used in the SPECIALIST lexicon has to mention the letters “s”, “z”,
“x”, “sh” and “ch” which generally represent sibilants. The word in the word “patch”,
“ch” represents a sibilent sound and “patch” therefore listed as regular. In “stomach” the
“ch” does not represent a sibilant. “Stomach” is therefore listed as an irregular noun.
Verb and adjective inflections are treated similarly. Some verbs double their final
consonant before the past tense and past participle suffix ‘ed’. The past tense of “format”
is “formatted”. This regular doubling pattern in indicated by ‘variants=regd’.
{base=format
entry=E0028590
cat=verb
variants=regd
tran=np
}
Because of the wide variety and unpredictability of inflectional patterns, a lexicon is
required to record this information.
The SPECIALIST lexicon records information specific to a lexical item. Derivational
morphology, which deals with relations between separate items, is generally not recorded
in the lexicon itself, with one exception. Nominalization is a special instance of
derivational morphology, which is represented directly in the SPECIALIST lexicon because
of its pervasiveness in technical writing and its syntactic importance. Some verbs and
adjectives have synonymous nouns derived from them by the process of nominalization.
The noun ‘anticipation’ is the nominalization of the verb ‘anticipate’.
{base=anticipate
entry=E0009453
cat=verb
variants=reg
intran
tran=np
tran=fincomp(o)

tran=whinfcomp:arbc
tran=whfincomp
tran=ingcomp:subjc
nominalization=anticipation|noun|E0009455
}
Nominalizations have a ‘nominalization_of=’ slot containing a cross reference to the
record of the verb or adjective. Nominalizations share the meaning and predicational
structure of the verb or adjective they nominalize.
{base=anticipation
entry=E0009455
cat=noun
variants=uncount
variants=reg
compl=pphr(of,np)
compl=pphr(by,np)
nominalization_of=anticipate|verb|E0009453
}
Verbs and adjectives, which have nominalizations, also have ‘nominalization=’ slots
cross-referencing them to their nominalizations.
Other types of derivational morphology are captured in an ancillary derivational
morphology file and in a set of derivational morphology rules. The derivational variant
facts file contains pairs of derivationally related words and their parts of speech.
Derivational facts
treatment|noun|treat|verb
prohibition|noun|prohibitive|adj
cell lineage|noun|cell line|noun
photochemotherapeutic|adj|photochemotherapy|noun
pharmacotherapeutic|adj|pharmacotherapy|noun
Figure 3 Derivational Facts

The derivational rules use a regular expression syntax to indicate the pattern of related
words. The ‘$’ in the suffixation rule below indicates the end of the word.
Derivational Rules
# e.g. alienation|alienate
ation$|noun|ate$|verb
ration|rate; station|state
Figure 4 Derivational Rules

Known exceptions to rules are recorded with the rules themselves. The derivational
component of LVG applies these rules to heuristically generate possible derivational
variants. This system of positive examples, rules and exceptions provides an adaptable
way to use derivational morphology to recognize words not in the lexicon. Until

recently, the derivational morphology system dealt only with suffixation rules. A
prefixation component has now been implemented. Further development will be needed
to expand the list of prefixation rules and develop the list of prefixation facts.
Many medical and technical words are neoclassical compounds formed from Latin and
Greek roots with connecting vowels [20, 23, 24]. A list of neoclassical combining forms
categorized as prefixes, combining forms and terminals is distributed with the lexicon.
Each form has a short English gloss to indicate its meaning.
Traditionally, morphological variation, both inflectional and derivational, has been
computationally dealt with using stemmers that attempt to remove common suffixes from
words to discover a common stem [25]. These systems are fast and computationally
inexpensive but they are error-prone. Our method of recording positive instances, using
heuristic rules only when dealing with unknown instances and recording exceptions
eliminates many errors in finding morphologically related strings.
The lexicon’s syntactic information includes verb complements and adjective positions.
Traditionally verbs are categorized as intransitive or transitive depending on whether they
take noun phrase complements (objects). The SPECIALIST lexicon recognizes other sorts
of objects and expands the list to include ditransitive, linking, and complex transitive
verb complementation patterns. These verb complementation patterns provide important
syntactic information. They provide the structure of verb phrases that, in turn, are the
skeletons of sentence structure. This is an example of the projection principle [26, 27],
which says that representations at all syntactic levels are “projected” from the lexicon.
The code ditran=np,pphr(with, np) licenses a verb phrase like “treated the patient with the
drug”.
{base=treat
entry=E0061964
cat=verb
variants=reg
intran
tran=np
tran=pphr(with,np)
tran=pphr(of,np)
ditran=np,pphr(to,np)
ditran=np,pphr(with,np)
ditran=np,pphr(for,np)
cplxtran=np,advbl
nominalization=treatment|noun|E0061968
}
Until recently, number words have not appeared in the lexicon. Words like “five”, “ten”,
“thousand”, and “trillion” do not fit into the category system of the SPECIALIST lexicon.
Number expressions like “five thousand three hundred and eight” function in English as
determiners. Number words are the building blocks of number expressions. There is an
infinite number of number expressions but a finite number of number words. The 2003
release of the SPECIALIST lexicon includes a separate file of lexical entries for number
words. These records indicate inflection (cardinal, ordinal, denominator forms) and

contain the features necessary to determine the grammaticality and numerical value of a
number expression. The syntax adopted for number expressions closely follows the
analysis of Bauer and Huddleston [28].
The Lexical Tools
The UMLS lexical tools are a set of programs that exploit the SPECIALIST lexicon to deal
with the lexical variation inherent in natural language. They aid in pattern matching and
in the creation of word and term indexes. The lexical tools distributed with the UMLS
include Wordind, LVG and Norm. Wordind is a tokenizer that implements the UMLS
definition of “word”, a sequence of non-alphanumeric characters. LVG (Lexical Variant
Generation) is a suite of tools that provide methods to abstract away from lexical
variation. Norm is a particular configuration of LVG used to create the normalized
indexes in the UMLS. These tools have a command line interface, which reads pipefielded input from Standard in and writes output to Standard out. They are also available
as Java API’s and through a web based GUI tool.
Wordind is used to create the word and normalized word indexes in the UMLS. It breaks
text into words, lowercases and removes white space and punctuation. Users of the word
indexes should use Wordind to tokenize their queries in order to assure consistency with
the indexes.
Norm abstracts away from alphabetic case, punctuation, word order, possessives and
inflectional variation. The output of norm is all lower case, with each word in its
morphological base form, without “’s”, without punctuation, and with words sorted in
alphabetic order. By reducing words to their base form all the inflectional variants can be
matched to the same index entry. Word order sorting is needed to match terms like
“cancer, liver” and “liver cancer”. Many terms in medical vocabularies are inverted for
alphabetization. LVG can uninvert terms inverted around a single comma but many terms
are ambiguously inverted. Word order sort handles all varieties of inversion. Norm is
used to create the normalized string and word indexes. Users need to use Norm when
they access those indexes and queries need to be normalized for compatibility with the
indexes. As an example, each of the terms below appear in the UMLS Metathesaurus, and
they all normalize to the same string “disease hodgkin”. In practice this means that a user
of a system using normalized indexes generated by Norm could begin with any of those
variants and find all the others. A variant of Norm is used to generate the lexical variant
classes (LUI’s) in the Metathesaurus so all those forms will fall into the same concept.

UMLS Metathesaurus Strings
normalized as “disease hodgkin”
•Hodgkin Disease
•HODGKINS DISEASE
•Hodgkin's Disease
•Disease, Hodgkin's
•HODGKIN'S DISEASE
•Hodgkin's disease
•Hodgkins Disease
•Hodgkin's disease NOS
•Hodgkin's disease, NOS
•Disease, Hodgkins
•Diseases, Hodgkins
•Hodgkins Diseases
•Hodgkins disease
•hodgkin's disease
•Disease;Hodgkins
•Disease, Hodgkin

Figure 5 Normalization

The 2004 release of Norm will additionally deal with spelling variation, using the ‘base=’
form to represent all the spelling variants. It will convert non-ASCII characters to ASCII,
split ligatures, and remove diacritic marks.
LVG is a suite of tools designed to allow users to do pattern matching or build indexes. It
offers a large menu of tools to manipulate input text for indexing. These transformations,
called flow components, can be arranged into flows so that the output of one is the input
of the next. LVG can execute multiple flows in parallel. The transformations range from
lowercasing through base forming and removing punctuation to recursively finding
derivationally related words and synonyms. Some LVG flow components are shown
below.
Some LVG flow components
n no-op
l lowercase
u uninvert
g genitive marker removal
s spelling variants
w sort words that make up term in ASCII ascending order
p remove punctuation
i generate inflectional variants
b reduce term to base form(s)
B reduce each 'word' to its base form(s)
d generate derivational variants
t remove stop words
Figure 6 LVG Flow Components

LVG implements the morphological rules (inflectional and derivational) described above
to generate derivational and inflectional variants for input words and terms. It can
uninvert inverted terms like “cancer, lung” into “lung cancer” or as in Norm, sort the
constituent words in alphabetical order.
Gspell is a spelling suggestion program that uses several algorithms to find words similar
to a candidate misspelled word. Spell checking algorithms are well known and widely
used [29, 30, 31]. Unlike other spelling suggestion systems, Gspell deals with multi-word
and multi-token input so that “noncontributory” could be a suggestion for “non
contributory” or “non-contributory”. Gspell is not only useful for spelling correction, it
is also used in LexBuild to detect potential legitimate spelling variants.
The Gspell output below shows suggestions for the misspelling “anonomous”. The
number in the third field indicates the edit distance between the suggestion and the input
spelling and the number in the fourth column is used to rank suggestions.
Example Gspell output
anonomous|anonymous|1.0|0.8734230160180236|NGrams|
anonomous|allonomous|2.0|0.5819672267388108|NGrams|
anonomous|autonomous|2.0|0.5819672267388108|NGrams|
anonomous|anadromous|3.0|0.2958160192082048|NGrams|
anonomous|analogous|3.0|0.2958160192082048|NGrams|
anonomous|anomalous|3.0|0.2958160192082048|NGrams|
anonomous|anonymously|3.0|0.295816019208248|NGrams|
anonomous|anonymes|3.0|0.2958160192082048|Metaphone|
anonomous|anonyms|3.0|0.2958160192082048|Metaphone|
…
Figure 7 Gspell Output

As an example of the utility of the lexical tools consider the Lister Hill Center’s
ClinicalTrials.gov web site. If a ClinicalTrials.gov user types the misspelling
“osteoparoses” in the type-in window she will be shown two possible correct spellings,
“osteoporoses” and “osteopetroses” suggested by Gspell. When the user chooses
“osteoporoses” she will be shown clinical trials involving “osteoporosis”. This mapping
between the singular and plural forms of “osteoporosis” comes from the lexicon via
LVG and Norm.
Text Processing Tools
The Lexical Systems Group also produces a set of text processing tools. These tools
include a set of NLP tools, a Java implementation of MetaMap and a spelling suggestion
tool. The NLP tools comprise a tokenizer, a lexicon look-up term recognizer and a phrase
parser. These programs are embedded so that the parser includes the term recognizer and
the term recognizer includes the tokenizer. They are available as Java API’s.
The tokenizer breaks free and structured text into sections (paragraphs), sentences and
tokens. Sentences are recognized with a regular expression method based on the work of
Grefenstette and Tapanainen [32]. The tokenizer can deal with free text, HTML, and
Medline abstracts. The example below shows a sentence and its tokens. The first field is

the name of the Java object, which this line of output represents and the second field is an
identification number for the token. The third and fourth fields indicate the location of
first and last characters of the token. The blank fields at the end of each line represent
information to be filled in with subsequent processing.
Sample tokenizer output
Sentence|0|0|50|Tests for African tick-borne fever were negative.
Token|0|0|4|0|Tests|||
Token|1|6|8|1|for|||
Token|2|10|16|2|African|||
Token|3|18|21|3|tick|||
Token|4|22|22|3|-|||
Token|5|23|27|4|borne|||
Token|6|29|33|5|fever|||
Token|7|35|38|6|were|||
Token|8|40|47|7|negative|||
Token|9|48|48|8|.|||
Figure 8 Tokenizer Output

The term recognizer recognizes lexical items in text by look-up in the SPECIALIST lexicon
and by regular expression. In the example output below the multi-token item “African
tick-borne fever” is recognized based on its occurrence in the lexicon. Part of speech
from the lexicon is added to the records and positional information from the tokenizer is
retained.
Sample term recognizer output
Lexical Element|0|LEXICON|noun|Tests|0|4
Lexical Element|1|LEXICON|prep|for|6|8
Lexical Element|3|LEXICON|noun|African tick-borne fever|10|33
Lexical Element|8|LEXICON|aux|were|35|38
Lexical Element|9|LEXICON|noun|negative|40|47
…
Figure 9 Term Recognizer Output

The NP parser chunks free text into phrases based on the parts of speech derived from the
SPECIALIST lexicon. A statistical tagger can be interposed at this point to disambiguate
lexical items having more than one part of speech; otherwise the parser uses simple
heuristics to resolve ambiguous parts of speech.

Example Phrase Chunker output
Phrase|0|0|4|Tests|Tests|1
Phrase|1|6|33|for African tick-borne fever|African tick-borne fever|5
Phrase|2|35|38|were||1
Phrase|3|40|48|negative|negative|1
…
Figure 10 Phrase Chunker Output

Tokens, lexical items, phrases and sentences are Java objects with pointers to their
constituent parts so that information from one level of analysis is available at other levels.
One output format of the NLP tools is the prolog structure shown below.
Prolog Output Structure
[
prep([lexmatch([for]),
inputmatch([for]),
tag(prep)]),
head([lexmatch(['African tick-borne fever']),
inputmatch(['African',tick,'-',borne,fever]),
tag(noun)])],
[
aux([lexmatch([were]),
inputmatch([were]),
tag(aux)])],
[
head([lexmatch([negative]),
inputmatch([negative]),
tag(noun)]),
punc([inputmatch(['.'])])]
Figure 11 Prolog Structured Output

The SPECIALIST NLP tools are available as an independent tool set and they embedded
within the MMTx, the Java implementation of MetaMap, a program that maps terms to
the UMLS Metathesaurus.
Project Plan
Continued development of the SPECIALIST lexicon is needed for the continued success of
natural language processing at NLM. While the lexicon has reached a level of critical
mass so that it is useful for many natural language tasks in medical informatics, there is
still medical vocabulary not yet covered by the lexicon. The growth of both Medline and
the Metathesaurus and the growth of medical vocabulary require continued lexicon
growth. The lexicon building effort will continue to emphasize words found in the UMLS
Metathesaurus and in Medline abstracts. Common English vocabulary will also be
emphasized by comparing Metathesaurus and Medline wordlists with available
dictionaries and spell checking lists. Quality assurance and maintenance are also required.

Lexical items have to be reviewed and corrected continually by the lexicon building
team.
UNICODE and UTF-8 will soon be the UMLS standard and the lexical tools are being
reworked to handle UNICODE input. The lexicon and lexical tools have until recently
been strictly 7-bit ASCII. UTF-8 will allow the lexicon to deal with English words that
have diacritic marks not found in 7-bit ASCI such as “résumé”, “cliché” and “déjà vu”.
Medical text also includes personal names spelled with non-ASCII diacritics. The next
release of the lexical tools will be able to handle UTF-8. LVG and Norm will include a
transformation to strip diacritic marks and a transformation to convert any UTF-8
character to 7-bit ASCII.
Design efforts are beginning on a Java based statistical tagger to supplement the NLP
tools. This facility will apply statistical techniques to disambiguate parts of speech in
context. Currently available taggers are difficult to integrate into the system and are not
freely redistributable. One design feature of the new tagger will be the ability to work
with multi-words so that it will be able to exploit the multi-word information in the
lexicon.
An effort is underway to gather corpora of medical text for experimentation and
statistical generalization. These data may be needed to train the statistical tagger and will
provide a test bed for other statistical NLP techniques. Bootstrapping methods are under
consideration to alleviate the difficulty and inaccuracy of human tagging.
Summary
The SPECIALIST lexicon represents an extensive accumulation of medical English lexical
information that is exploited by the lexical tools and NLP tools. These resources are
available to researchers at the Lister Hill Center and to the medical informatics
community and provide a foundation that supports further natural language processing.
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